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Playful accents mingle with traditional style in this beautiful Cherry Hills house.
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Blend teXtures Designers Mary Knape and Kelly Zibell used a basic
ivory-and-green palette in the living room of this traditional Cherry Hills
home, but they chose fabrics with textural diﬀerences, such as linen and
herringbone. “It keeps a room interesting but still soft,” Knape says.
“Diﬀerent textures feel good, and the combination is pleasing to the eye.”
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Some homeS aRe so perfect—every inch of trim, every

add in some pattern The designers enlivened the homeowners’ traditional dining
room furniture with a bold, geometric rug and an oversized floral print (from
Schumacher by Celerie Kemble) on the curtains. “Pairing a geometric print and a floral
is a good option when you’re going to put two patterns in one room,” Knape says.
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styling by Mary Knape
and Kelly Zibell

glowing light fixture, every coordinating throw pillow—that it
looks as if the design fairy flew
in and waved her magic wand.
This Cherry Hills home is that
kind of place.
Mary Knape and Kelly Zibell
of Knape & Zibell Interior Design created the home’s bright,
handsome interiors with careful
attention to the owners’ wishes:
a traditional home that feels
crisp and bright, perfect for
grown-up gatherings and afternoons with the grandkids. “This
isn’t your grandmother’s style,”
Zibell says. “It’s traditional, but
with an edge. It’s not as serious,
even though it’s still gracious.”
To create the home’s look,
the designers began by finding
fresh, bold prints. The living,
dining, and family rooms are
in view of each other, so Knape
and Zibell used a common palette for all three areas: green
(one of the owners’ favorites),
chocolate brown, and ivory.
“Color is a good, easy way to tie
rooms together,” Knape says.
The secret is to use varying
amounts of each color in each
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keep the Backsplash basic

This kitchen has a lot going for it: a high
ceiling, exposed beams, stone countertops. “In a space like this, the backsplash
should be fairly clean and simple,” Knape
says, “so it doesn’t compete.”
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✧
It’s the little
surprises
that make the
house feel
polished and
welcoming.

✧
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space to make the rooms feel
fresh and interesting on their
own. In the dining room, the
designers played up the chocolate brown walls with a brownand-white rug in a geometric
print, then added contrast
with green-and-white floralprint curtains. In the family
room, they relied more heavily
on whites and ivories, accenting the space with a pair of
club chairs in brown velvet and
a pair of textural ottomans in
a playful leopard print. And
the living room feels bright
and airy with ivory furnishings (treated to resist stains)
and a few touches of green in
accessories and fabrics.
The rooms feel complete
but not stuffed—a difficult
trick to pull off in a home with
large, open spaces. So how’d
they do it? The duo selected
furniture with pretty, tailored
silhouettes. “Nothing is fussy,”
Knape says. And they skipped
superlong couches and hefty
chairs in favor of clusters of
midsized pieces. “Adding more
seats, instead of bigger seats,
makes a room feel comfortable for people,” Zibell says.

Find Finishing touches “Your bedroom is your getaway from the world. Make it special,”
Zibell says. The designers added custom curtains (an ikat print from Schumacher) over the
plantation shutters for extra softness. A pair of ottomans at the foot of the bed balances the
bedposts’ height. And club chairs with a shared ottoman make an intimate sitting space.
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“You don’t want guests to feel
dwarfed by your furniture.”
Even in the master bedroom,
with a grand four-poster, the
designers added a pair of ottomans at the foot of the bed to
balance the space.
It’s the little surprises that
make the house feel polished
and welcoming: the scalloped
trim on the sofa skirt in the living room; the whimsical touches of animal print in almost every room; the luxurious quilting
in the guest room comforter;
the oil paintings from Abend
Gallery on the walls. “When
you think you’re done, it’s time
to play with the details,” Zibell
says. “They don’t have to be
elaborate, but they should make
your home feel special.” Special
indeed—as if the design fairy
might have visited.

perFect the patio Style your outdoor space with architectural objects, like this

ironwork piece above the mantle that can withstand fickle Colorado weather. Select furniture with neutral cushions so you can switch out colorful throw pillows as you wish.
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